
MINUTES OF MEETING DATED 22 MAY 2011 
 
VENUE : office of bal vikas sansthan ( new bhandari building, coparganj ) 
 
TIME : 10 am -12 noon 
 
PERSONS PRESENT : Ganesh Tiwari, manju Bhatia, rajendra agarwal, capt sc tripathi, 
maheshwari babulal sarda , sk bajaj, kaushal seth, vinay agnihotri, umang agarwal, 
sanjay mehrotra, Praveen agarwal, pradeep kedia, anil gupta, devendra pareek, 
hanuman Prasad toshniwal, dr gaya Prasad sharma, anand kumar pandey, dheeraj 
kanodia, rajiv Bhatia, nikhil ruhia, prashant chaudhary, sunil gupta, om babu rawat, mk 
agarwal, pankaj agarwal, sumit agarwal, sri ram agarwal 
 
Proceedings 
 
1 ) the qualities of a good candidate for parshad was discussed and the following 
suggestions came up  
 - should be honest 
 - ability to spare time 
 - good organizer and co-ordinator  
 - qualification  
 - no criminal record  
 - should declare property / assets 
 - opinion about min qualification not must 
 - criminal offence should not be of heinous crime 
 - should have own source of earning 
 - has he done any social work earlier 
 - knowledge of area, problems and previous work done in area 
 - should have clean public image 
 - should be social 
 - should have leadership quality 
 - should have simple life style  
 - should be committed / accountable to public 
 - popularity amongst people  
 - should have background of samarpan / dedication to society 
 - should have clear vision about city and country also 
 - should be graduate min 
 - should have filed last 3 years income tax returns 
 
It was also felt that we will need to convert all these subjective feelings to quantifiable 
and recordable questions so that the screening committee can do objective evaluation of 
the contestants. 
 
It was also felt that right now we are only getting maximum ideas and screening 
committee should comprise of intelligent enough people to design their own format and 
system for assessing the candidates , which one is best. 
 
2 ) next issue discussed was “ how we would actually gather data on the contestants “ 
for the screening committee, for which various suggestions came up as below 
 



- appointing some paid volunteers to fill in survey forms ( to be designed ) from the 
general public in each ward, say 100 or more people and get their feedback 
about each contestant 

- take help from the press reporters as they can gather information very well 
- discussion with old parshads and meeting them in each ward to learn about the 

process as well as we may find some existing good contestants 
- taking feedback from the local resident welfare associations ( RWAs ) and 

publicly known good figures in each ward, who are noble and active as well,  
rather than too many common people 

- having a meeting in each ward of the resident welfare associations, active people 
, varisth nagriks, earlier public representatives etc to discuss about the data 
collection, screening work, organizing sabha and allocating specific 
responsibilities 

 
It was felt that it would be very difficult to gather all data and screen it for about 110 
wards X 10 candidates = total 1100 candidates within 15-20 days after filing of 
nomination forms would not be an easy task unless we have ward level active 
committees or volunteers. Also it was felt that involving the press in this work would 
not be advisable as our screening must be very neutral and objective and 
explainable. 1100 seems a very large figure but if this work can be decentralized to 
wards, 10-12 candidates per ward is a very easy figure to work upon. 
 
 

3 ) Joining other organizations to increase strength : it was felt that we need to reach out 
the people otherwise there would be no real significance of our data gathering and 
screening and endorsing unless people recognize and trust kasauti. For this the 
following suggestions came up 
 

- each member association would talk to their know organizations for joining the 
forum and bring them to the meetings 

- the meetings would be hosted by different associations weekly and they would 
take responsibility to invite maximum number of non political influential 
organizations and local associations ( RWA ) 

- list of RWAs registered with nagar nigam would be sent to all members so that 
they can study it and talk to their known ones in their area 

- correspondence would be started with all known RWAs , introduction letter to be 
sent to around 150 organizations in this week 

 
4 ) Planning for mega event of kasauti  
-  it was decided that anil guptaji would talk to arvind kejriwal and invite him  
-  kiran bediji has responded to our one mail and we would continue to try and contact 
her 
- date for mega event is tentatively fixed for 1st week of july 
- one seminar can be organized in which the nagar ayukt can brief the role of parshads 
vs KNN and other departments to the  RWAs ( mr umang agarwal and mr anil gupta to 
plan out the same after the RWAs responses are received and they are made aware of 
kasauti ) 
 
5 ) Press involvement : there were two views about inviting the press , some people felt 
that press should only be invited by kasauti later on at the time of mega event whereas 
others felt that we should not delay in making our work known to the public. Since we 



are actually working hard for this cause, if it remains in closed rooms and people don’t 
come to know about it, would not do us any good. However possibility was expressed 
that unless our strength increases to min 50 associations, we may get pressure and 
have to stop work . Some people felt that we should alteast sent press note and inform 
the press about the proceedings in our meetings. 
 
It was also decided that we should involve the press in our movement by talking to their 
senior management. Mr Anil Gupta took responsibility for the same. 
 
Mr Sunil Gupta took the responsibility to inform the press by sending information to their 
offices before the meetings and press note after the meetings. 
 
6) Next meetings:  
 

- FITA volunteered to host the next meeting on Friday 27th may at 6 pm, location to 
be confirmed by Tuesday 

- PIA volunteered to host the subsequent meeting on Tuesday, 31st may at J-24, 
Panki , time to be confirmed 

 
7 ) One aspiring young candidate attended the meeting and asked how we can support 
him in contesting the election . He was told that he should find out the procedure for 
contesting the elections and prepare for the same and this forum could not help him 
much in this regard. However it was felt that there could be many such people who are 
good and want to contest election , we can give them a kickstart by putting information 
about the procedure on our website, how one can file nomination, at what time, rules etc. 
However this would have no bearing on our assessment and screening procedure which 
would be same for all candidates. 
 
8 ) discussion on how to involve the youth was carried forward for next meeting 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 


